OTTER Award 2021 Nominees
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Our Time To Enjoy Reading
2020 Winner of the OTTER Award

Mr. Wolf’s Class
By Aron Nels Steinke

Mr. Steinke draws Mr. Wolf!
Didi Dodo, Future Spy: Recipe For Disaster

Written by Tom Angleberger and illustrated by Jared Chapman
Sparks!
Written Ian Boothby and Illustrated by Nina Matsumoto
Isle of Misfits, First Class

Written by Jamie Mae and illustrated by Freya Hartas
Mia Mayhem is a Superhero!

Written by Kara West and Illustrated by Leeza Hernandez
Finished the 2021 Nominees?

Check Out the Series!
Past Nominees

2017
- Kung Pow Chicken
- Shelter Pet Squad
- Dragon Masters: Rise of the Party Animal
- The Haunted Library
- HiLo: You Don't Fight like a Girl!
- Ranger in Time
- Jane Goodall: A Lion Named Wangari

2018
- The Great Pet Escape
- Lola Levine Is Not Mean!
- The Infamous Ratsos
- The Bad Guys
- Haggis & Lainie Unleashed
- All at Sea

2019
- Zora Sassafras and the Wellington Wellington
- CatStronauts: Mission Mars
- Dat
- All the Bad Ones
- Jasmine Oguchi
- Press Start

2020
- Mr. Wolf's Class
- Kid Spy
- Rosie Revere
- Meet Yasmin
- Rabbit & Bear
- Pug Pals

*Note: Stars indicate nominees for the特定奖项.*
Resources Available on WLA.org

- **Bookmark**
- **Author/Illustrator Links**
- **Printables**
- **Google Form Template** (for easy remote student voting!)